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Question Questions for RSG, Mr. Pedro Guazo
1 Q RSG Q1 Mr. Guazo did not respond to the audit question, He mentioned a previous governance audit. The question is about an audit on INVESTMENT 

TRANSACTIONS, This has never done so far so there is no confidence, specially when Mr Guazo is mentioning that you cannot publish top transactions. 
Every public does. 

A RSG A1 During the recurrent Board of Auditors and OIOS audits for the audit on the Financial Statements ir internal control audits they review the investment 
process and the investment transactions. There is a wide and diverse practice of disclosing individual holdings throughout the different pension funds in 
the world. There is no standard best practice with only a handful of pension funds disclosing part of their individual holdings. We are committed to 
transparency and providing to stakeholders relevant and useful information and we will keep analyzing the best practices and adhere to them.

2 Q RSG Q2 If the RSG worked INSIDE the Fund and reported to the SG, this would solve problems. Could Mr. Herman Brill be appointed RSG? this would save money 
and simplify governance. Would Mr. Guazo support this view?

A RSG A2 The General Assembly approved the structure of the Office of Investment Management with a full time Representative of the Secretary-General. Based on 
different reviews of the oversIgor bodies this structure is efficient and relevant.  The selection process for the position of Representative of the Secretary-
General is underway and candidates that meet the criteria could apply to the position.

3 Q RSG Q3 AFICS should support INTERNAL asset management and not external. This is working for many years and that is why our Fund is in good standing! Also we 
saved lots of money on fees.

A RSG A3 It is one of the main principles of the Fund to manage the majority of the assets internally. It is only in cases where the internal capacity does not exist in 
the immediate term to invest in certain asset classes that the Fund relies on external managers. According to the information available in the UNJSPF 
website (see https://oim.unjspf.org/investments-at-glance/internally-managed-assets/), 82.5% of the portfolio is managed internally.

Questions for CEPA, Ms. Rosemarie McClean
Comment by 
Christine Hofer 
Cartner (Chief Client 
Services UNJSPF)

Comment to complement the CEPA's presentation (I cannot take the floor as per the TEAMS Live event feature, hence providing this info in this manner): 
Due to Covid-19 imposed restrictions and reduced staffing in the UN Pouch and Mail services, 2020 CE forms are being dispatched in batches; we were 
just informed by UN Mail and Pouch services, that 2020 Certificate of Entitlement (CE) forms for the USA were already dispatched last week by the UN 
Pouch and Mail services; hence, 2020 CEs have already reached many beneficiaries in the United States. Jus tproviding this information in case related 
questions were to be asked and it was useful. More detailed information about the 2020 CE Exercise, schedule etc. will be posted on the Fund's website 
and communicated to SPCs and AFICS offices directly in the course of this week. 
Thank you. Good wishes to all of AFICS NY members and especially wishes for good health during these uncertain times.

Question for Health and Life Insurance Section, Ms. Elma Witherspoon (answered in written 
Q&A during the Annual Assembly)

4 Q HLIS Live Q1 for the US-based plans, why has the premium rate for Empire Blue increased by 9% as compared to 7.26% for Aetna?
A HLIS Q&A1 Premium increases are a direct result of how much claims were paid on the past .  The Empire plan experienced a huge increase in hospital utilization in 

2019.  This is why we see an increase in premiums. (for the US-based plans, why has the premium rate for Empire Blue increased by 9% as compared to 
7.26% for Aetna?)

5 Q HLIS Live Q2 Why Cigna is refuzing to pay for necessary dental surgeries, as determined by experienced surgeons and referring to "industry practices". Some of us 
didn't get any procedures covered besides x-rays and cleaning. As our insurance is provide by the United Nations, why this is not negotiated with the 
provider? Please answer this very important  question  - it is affecting all of us. Thank you. 

A HLIS Q&A2 Benefits covered under the UN dental plan are spelled out in documents on the website of the Health and Life Insurance Section and all benefits listed are 
reimbursed up to the annual maximum of between $2,250 and $2,550.  Reimbursements are not based on what dentists determine, but on covered 
benefits and on reasonable and customary rates.(Why Cigna is refuzing to pay for necessary dental surgeries, as determined by experienced surgeons and 
referring to "industry practices". Some of us didn't get any procedures covered besides x-rays and cleaning. As our insurance is provide by the United 
Nations, why this is not negotiated with the provider? Please answer this very important  question  - it is affecting all of us. Thank you. )

6 Q HLIS Live Q3 Mr. Narula brought to light a very much concerned question about dental treatment being turned off as of 1 July 2020.  We were kept in the dark::!!  Does 
that include retirees at large or is it specifically for one region?   

A HLIS Q&A3 This decision applies to all plan members of the UN plan with Cigna dental.(Rima Al-Alamy (Unverified) asked "Mr. Narula brought to light a very much 
concerned question about dental treatment being turned off as of 1 July 2020.  We were kept in the dark::!!  Does that include retirees at large or is it 
specifically for one region?   ")

7 Q HLIS Live Q4 For those who worked in New York before retirement and were under Empire Blue Cross, did your coverage under the provider continue when you moved 
to your home countries or you had to join a new insurer?

A HLIS Q&A4 Coverage under Empire continues after you retire provided you are eligible for ASHI and retain coverage under Empire.   Claims under Empire are 
reimbursed for services received outside of the US. (For those who worked in New York before retirement and were under Empire Blue Cross, did your 
coverage under the provider continue when you moved to your home countries or you had to join a new insurer?)

8 Q HLIS Live Q5 Deduction of 5000 US$ from health insurance reimbursements to those living in Europe is shocking and unbeable. So,e of the staff living in Europe have 
served the Organization in nYC and have maintained a number of trusted docotrs in that city. Migrating the background information to new doctors is 
neither advisable nor possible at the time.  Thus, we request a return to the previous deduction of 1200$ as it was established for years before our new 
decision. 

A HLIS Q&A5 Retirees who want to keep their US doctors and receive treatments in the US should enroll in a US-based plan.  The UN WWP is not priced for US-based 
services.(Madarshahi (Unverified) asked "Deduction of 5000 US$ from health insurance reimbursements to those living in Europe is shocking and 
unbeable. So,e of the staff living in Europe have served the Organization in nYC and have maintained a number of trusted docotrs in that city. Migrating 
the background information to new doctors is neither advisable nor possible at the time.  Thus, we request a return to the previous deduction of 1200$ as 
it was established for years before our new decision. ")
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9 Q HLIS Live Q6 For retirees who keep BCBS Part A but have Medicare Parts A and B, which plan is primary and which is secondary for part A?
A HLIS Q&A6 The UN requires enrollment in Medicare B only. The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services will reimburse hospital claims under Medicare A if a 

retiree has Medicare A.(For retirees who keep BCBS Part A but have Medicare Parts A and B, which plan is primary and which is secondary for part A?)

10 Q HLIS Live Q7 what's meant byCIGNA dental regressive maximum feature being turned off from July 2020
A HLIS Q&A7 The annual maximum under the Cigna Dental plan increases by $100 every year a plan member receives a treatment by a dentist. The increase can take 

place yearly until the member reaches $2,550.  However, the annual maximum regresses or reduces by $100 if a member does not visit the dentist but will 
never be reduced below $2,250.  This regression is what is being turned off this year due to COVID-19.(Ajmal Qureshi (Unverified) asked "what's meant 
byCIGNA dental regressive maximum feature being turned off from July 2020")

11 Q HLIS Live Q8 Can  we see the reasonable and customary rates for NY area? It has always been kept in the dark from staff members and retirees.
A HLIS Q&A8 Reasonable and customary (R&C) is an average of the cost of medical services within a particular area.  You may need a zip code in New York to determine 

R%C in a specific area.  There may be hundreds of R&C for a specific procedure code in New York.  (Can  we see the reasonable and customary rates for NY 
area? It has always been kept in the dark from staff members and retirees.)

12 HLIS Live Q9 What type of information does the UN see on medical claims?
HLIS Q&A9 UNHQ administered medical plans are administered by Third Party Administrators (TPAs) such as Aetna, Empire Blue Cross, Cigna etc. All claims by either 

subscribers or their medical providers are sent directly to the TPAs for reimbursement, therefore, the UN does not see any detailed information of claims 
submitted for individual subscribers. For analytical purposes, the TPAs provide aggregate information to the UN on various types of medical services 
provided and costs involved, however this information is not segregated for individual claims of subscribers.

13 Q HLIS Live Q10 Doe AFICS have a preferred Medicare advantage plan?
A HLIS Q&A10 The UN's plan with Aetna and Empire takes the place of Medicare Advantage or Medicare C.  Retirees are advised not to enroll in a Medicare Advantage 

or Medicare C and D.(Doe AFICS have a preferred Medicare advantage plan?)
14 Q HLIS Live Q11 You urge to use services of in network participating medical communities ignoring the fact that most these doctors are not within reach due to their 

practice addresses In addition,  the list does not include medical doctors with specialities required at points. 
A HLIS Q&A11 The websites of all insurance companies provides searches on specialties.  Please visit your insurance company website or call the customer service 

number on the back of your card for assistance in locating a specialist.(Madarshahi (Unverified) asked "You urge to use services of in network participating 
medical communities ignoring the fact that most these doctors are not within reach due to their practice addresses In addition,  the list does not include 
medical doctors with specialities required at points. ")

15 Q HLIS Live Q12 Empire told me this morning that I need a doctor's referral to do anti-body test, but I do not need it for PCR test. Is that correct? I thought we can walk 
into any CityMD and get both tests without any referral (nor co-pay, as indeed Empire confirmed).

A HLIS Q&A12 A prescription is needed for an anti-body test if the provider plans to submit the test for reimbursement under the UN plan.  UN plans have always 
required prescriptions for laboratory and imaging tests.  (Empire told me this morning that I need a doctor's referral to do anti-body test, but I do not need 
it for PCR test. Is that correct? I thought we can walk into any CityMD and get both tests without any referral (nor co-pay, as indeed Empire confirmed).)

Question for Health and Life Insurance Section, Ms. Elma Witherspoon (answered in writing 
after the Annual Assembly)

16 Q HLIS Q1 How will a reduction in staff numbers in the UN and Agencies affect ASHI? Has UN started prefunding plan? WHO will probably suffer budget problems. 
Will these translate to ASHI? What precautions have been taken?

A HLIS A1 Any reduction in staff numbers in the UN and the Agencies, may in the long term reduce ASHI liabilities. UN has only started funding ASHI liability for 
current staff funded from extra-budgetary funding.  The ASHI costs are on a pay-as-you-go basis and projected annual expenses are included in the 
budget approved by the GA.  We at the UN are not involved in the ASHI at the WHO, however, we understand that WHO has an on-going funding for the 
ASHI liability.  Health and Life Insurance Section (HLIS) suggests that further information on this be addressed to WHO directly.

17 Q HLIS Q2 Many US based providers do not accept Medicare, so my UN provider would therefore need to be the primary.  I have found that Empire BC/BS first 
requires an EOB from Medicare specifically denying payment, stating that they had not received a claim from the provider, which will NOT submit a claim 
to them.  A catch 22 ensues as NOONE will process the claim. How can the process to get payment as primary from the UN ASHI provider be improved?

A HLIS A2 If your doctor “opts out” of Medicare, your doctor should give you a letter stating that he or she has opted out of Medicare that specifies the opt-out 
period. You must submit a copy of this opt-out letter every time you submit a claim for this doctor to Empire for your PPO plan.

18 Q HLIS Q3 Would you please talk more about "dental treatment being turned off as of 1 July 2020". Are they some changes in a coverage? Also regarding question 
on why Cigna is not covering some surgeries - my total allotment for the last year was not used because Cigna refused to pay for the necessary dental 
surgery, performed by the surgeon, which is covered under our policy. I was told that they use "industry standards" to determine if surgery was necessary 
(Aplogies for providing the details - I was having root canal deteriorated with the infection and I was in need of urgent help). Kindly let us now if this policy 
should be reviewed and providers instructed to process the claims). Thank you very much for your help!

A HLIS A3 Dental treatments continue after 1 July 2020 and there are no changes in benefits under the dental plan.  Due to the specific nature of your case and the 
absence of the explanation of benefits (EOB) statement provided to you after your treatment, I am unable to comment on the situation.  Please send an 
email to ashi@un.org and your case will be reviewed with Cigna Dental.

19 Q HLIS Q4 At what age do dependents cease to benefit by members health insurance

A HLIS A4 Dependents are covered through the end of the year in which they turn 25 provided they are not married or have a full-time job.
20 Q HLIS Q5 Can more attention be paid to UN Health and Life Insurance website? It is out of date most of the time.

A HLIS A5 We will pay more attention to the website to ensure it is updated regularly.
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21 Q HLIS Q6 Comment:  Suggest you advise/reiterate to current staff members on a regular basis And not only retirees to use Drs within plan to avoid increasing costs 
For us all

A HLIS A6 Current staff members were advised of this through iSeek stories and webinars during the Annual Campaign period.  HLIS just implemented an insurance 
communications campaign for plan members to receive information and updates on insurance related topics.

22 Q HLIS Q7 Could the telephone number for ASHI be repeated slowly, please?

A HLIS A7 917-367-9727
23 Q HLIS Q8 imposing the arbitrary deductible of 5000 is only considered punitive and not justifiable from the point of view of those who have no other choices but to 

continue using some medical services at the base where they lived for years.  You know well that Ahi's offer of US based medical insurance is not practical 
if the staff member is retired in Europe. You must probably device a system whereby up to a few consultations per year could be covered for those staff 
who are residing in Europe without such major and unaffordable penalty. 

A HLIS A8 Plan members (both active staff members and retirees) have been informed to enroll in United States (US)-based plans if they, or any of their dependents, 
plan to receive medical services in the US.  The decision was recommended by the Health and Life Insurance Committee (HLIC) of the United Nations (UN) 
and approved by the Controller of the UN.  The HLIC is made up of representatives of management, staff, retirees, Funds and Programmes. UN Worldwide 
Plan (UN WWP) participants who seek care in the US drive up the cost of the plan because of the high cost of medical services in the US.  The UN WWP is 
not priced for US-based care and similar medical services are available outside of the US at a lower cost.

24 Q HLIS Q9 Thank you, Elma, for your response on Reasonable and customary (R&C) rates. You have not mentioned where I can find them for my ZIP code. I live in 
Westchester NY. I am interested in the dental rates.

A HLIS A9 My response during the assembly related to medical plans.  Cigna Dental provided the following response for dental services:   R&C dental rates are not 
readily available to be searched by providers or members. If a provider or member is expecting to receive certain services then they may contact Cigna 
customer service advocates with the zip code the services is being provided in, the specific dental code being provided, and the charge the dentist is 
billing. Advocates can verify if the dentist is charging more than the R&C and provide the price difference. If the dentist’s charge is less than the R&C, then 
the advocate will not disclose what the R&C amount is. In addition to Cigna Dental’s response, please be informed that plan members enrolled in the UN 
Dental plan with Cigna can find information on the cost of medical procedures by visiting the Cigna Dental website, creating a username and password, 
and clicking on the link “Find Care & Cost”.  Go to www.mycigna.com to begin the process.  

Question for AFICS/NY Governing Board Membership Committee, Dr Sudershan Narula
25 Q Membership Cttee 

Q1
Will the new AFICS Directory of Members be sent to us?  Or is it available on line?  Thank you.

A Membership Cttee 
A1

PDF file of the new Directory of Members was sent electronically to all the  Afics/NY members for whom we had the email addresses and also a hard copy 
was mailed to some of them who had specifically asked for it. And a hard copy was mailed to all the members without email addresses. If some members 
haven’t received it, they could request for a PDF file as we won’t be able to send hard copies by mail under the current circumstances. And the Directory is 
not available on-line.
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